Special Environments: Altitude and Heat
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High-level athletes are always looking at ways to maximize training adaptations for competition performance, and using altered environmental conditions to achieve this outcome has become increasingly popular by elite athletes. Furthermore, a series of potential nutrition and hydration interventions may also optimize the adaptation to altered environments. Altitude training was first used to prepare for competition at altitude, and it still is today; however, more often now, elite athletes embark on a series of altitude training camps to try to improve sea-level performance. Similarly, the use of heat acclimation/acclimatization to optimize performance in hot/humid environmental conditions is a common practice by high-level athletes and is well supported in the scientific literature. More recently, the use of heat training to improve exercise capacity in temperate environments has been investigated and appears to have positive outcomes. This consensus statement will detail the use of both heat and altitude training interventions to optimize performance capacities in elite athletes in both normal environmental conditions and extreme conditions (hot and/or high), with a focus on the importance of nutritional strategies required in these extreme environmental conditions to maximize adaptations conducive to competitive performance enhancement.
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Athletes in the sport of track and field are often faced with training or competing in challenging environmental conditions. The 2019 IAAF World Athletics Championships (Doha, Qatar) and the 2020 Olympic Games (Tokyo, Japan) are anticipated to have the highest heat index in the history of those respective events. The IAAF World Cross Country Championships in 2015 (Guiyang, China; elevation 1,275 m) and 2017 (Kampala, Uganda; elevation 1,210 m) were held at altitudes high enough to significantly impair aerobic performance. In the consensus statement, we will briefly discuss the physiological effects that the environments of heat/humidity and altitude have on track-and-field performance and how athletes and coaches can utilize altered environmental conditions to acclimatize and best prepare. With that background in hand, we will share recommendations on specific nutritional interventions that can be utilized to help optimize performance (both in training and competition) in the adverse environmental conditions of thermal load and altitude.

Heat Acclimation/Acclimatization for Competition in the Heat

Acute exposure to hot and/or humid ambient conditions is well known to result in the development of thermal strain (i.e., elevated skin, muscle, and core temperatures) during prolonged exercise and, consequently, impair aerobic performance (Gonzalez-Alonso et al., 1999; Périard & Racinais, 2016). This impairment is linked to a thermoregulatory-mediated rise in circulatory and cardiovascular strain that decreases maximal aerobic capacity (VO₂max; Ely et al., 2010; Périard & Racinais, 2015; Périard et al., 2011) and a potential hyperthermia-induced reduction in voluntary drive (i.e., motivation; Febbraio et al., 1994, 1996). Heat stress exercise also leads to a greater reliance on muscle glycogen and anaerobic metabolism (Febbraio et al., 1994, 1996), which may deplete endogenous stores of glycogen. Along with influencing performance, the development of hyperthermia increases the risk of experiencing exertional heat illness, which is a serious health hazard leading to more deaths than all other natural disasters combined (Leon & Bouchama, 2015). Notwithstanding, when repeatedly exposed to conditions that elicit profuse sweating and elevate whole-body temperature, adaptations...
develop that reduce the deleterious effects of heat stress. Heat acclimation and acclimatization, which refer to periods of heat exposure undertaken in artificial (laboratory) or natural (outdoor) settings, respectively, lead to improved submaximal exercise performance, increased VO2 max, and improved thermal comfort in the heat (Periard et al., 2015; Sawka et al., 2011). These benefits are achieved through enhanced sweating and skin blood flow responses, plasma volume expansion, better fluid balance (hydration), and cardiovascular stability, as well as acquired thermal tolerance (Periard et al., 2016; Tyler et al., 2016).

Adaptations to the heat are generally achieved through four broad induction pathways: (a) constant work rate exercise, (b) self-paced exercise, (c) controlled hyperthermia or isothermic heat acclimation, and (d) controlled heart rate (relative intensity) heat acclimation (Daanen et al., 2018). While these approaches all have merit and induce heat adaptations, exercise–heat acclimatization has been purported to provide more specific responses due to exposure to the exact conditions that will be encountered during training or competition (i.e., exercise task, solar radiation, wind speed, and terrain/geography; Periard et al., 2015). The time course of heat acclimatization has been demonstrated to be relatively rapid, with a significant fraction of the adaptations developing during the first week of heat exposure, and 10–14 days being optimal for complete or near-complete acclimatization (Periard et al., 2015, 2016; Tyler et al., 2016).

Interestingly, the rate of decay for the main adaptive benefits (i.e., lowered heart rate and core temperature during exercise) is 2.5% per day without heat exposure (Daanen et al., 2018). As such, athletes tapering for a major race after a heat acclimation/acclimatization regimen may lose 35% of their adaptations after 2 weeks without heat exposure. Training regularly has been suggested to aid in maintaining adaptation, however, as athletes can achieve high core temperatures and sweat rates when training vigorously, even in cooler climates. Therefore, it is recommended to complete an acclimatization regimen as close as possible to the competition being held in the heat.

**Heat Training for Improved Performance in Temperate Conditions**

In recent years, there has been a noticeable shift in trying to use heat acclimation to provide an added benefit to performance in cool conditions. There have been reported improvements in VO2 max in untrained (13%) and unfit (23%) individuals in cool conditions after 8 days of working in the heat (Shvartz et al., 1977) and an increase (32%) in running time to exhaustion following postexercise sauna bathing (Scoon et al., 2007); although others have reported no improvements (Keiser et al., 2015) or inconclusive findings (Neal et al., 2016a).

The mechanisms modulating the potential transfer of adaptations and performance improvements between hot and cool conditions remain unresolved, but could be linked to a variety of ergogenic responses, such as cardiovascular, thermoregulatory, and cellular adaptations. For example, an increase in plasma volume resulting from chronic bouts of exercise in the heat may decrease whole blood viscosity, which has been shown to have positive effects on endurance performance (Telford et al., 1994). Adaptations from training in hot conditions may also allow athletes to train at any given speed with a lower heart rate and core body temperature, both factors being associated with improved exercise economy (Thomas et al., 1995). This is supported by findings from Lorenzo et al. (2010) of increased performance in a cool environment following heat acclimation being associated with improved economy, lactate threshold, and cardiac performance. Accordingly, heat acclimation may provide a stimulus for enhancing performance in nonthermally challenging environments by improving VO2 max, lactate threshold, and exercise economy (Corbett et al., 2014). It has also been suggested that heat acclimation may preserve or enhance performance at altitude (White et al., 2014). The purported pathways for such a response include plasma volume expansion and improved cardiac efficiency, and involve the upregulation of hypoxia-inducible factor-1 in boosting oxygen delivery. Additional research is required, however, to thoroughly elucidate the mechanisms associated with improvements in performance in cool conditions and at altitude, as well as to fully substantiate the ergogenic cross-benefits of heat training on performance in these environments (Lee et al., 2016; McCleave et al., 2017; White et al., 2016).

**Periodization of Heat Training Within a Season**

A key question for elite athletes regarding the implementation of heat training is when to schedule it in the overall training program and, in particular, ahead of competing in the heat. Prior to a major competition, most athletes will undertake a block of training in which the volume and/or intensity are increased, followed by a period of taper. It has been suggested that a 1- to 2-week heat acclimation regimen with the controlled heart rate approach (Periard et al., 2015) can be used as part of the training program 4–6 weeks prior to competition, providing a constant stimulus for adaptation and minimally affecting regular training. This could then be supplemented with regular passive heat exposure during the weeks prior to competition, or a short (2–4 days) reacclimation period the week before competition (Figure 1). This is suggested because a reacclimation regimen, when undertaken within a month of the original acclimation protocol, leads to a faster (re)induction of adaptations (Daanen et al., 2018).

While exercise–heat exposure during the taper may help maintain the benefits of heat acclimation, it may also interfere with the goal to reduce the overall training load. Passive heat exposure (e.g., sauna or hot bath) following a training session in a cool climate (Stanley et al., 2015; Zurawlew et al., 2016) may be preferred during the taper. Given the risk of losing some of the exercise adaptations, maintaining some “easy” exercise sessions in the heat during the taper period may help to better maintain adaptations prior to competing in the heat. Figure 1 summarizes some of the different approaches that can be adopted in preparing for competition in the heat based on available time, resources, and arrival at the competition venue.

**Nutrition for Training in the Heat**

Carbohydrate requirements for exercise are increased in the heat due to a shift in substrate utilization toward carbohydrate oxidation (Febbraio, 2001). Daily food patterns should focus on replacing glycogen stores after exercise. Competition strategies should include activities to enhance carbohydrate availability, such as building up glycogen stores in preparation for endurance events, pre-event carbohydrate intake, and intake of glucose/electrolytes in events lasting longer than 60 min. This can be done using water and the carbohydrate gel preparations or using sports drinks. It has been
Strategies for inducing heat adaptations ahead of major competitions based on arriving at the event location early (1–2 weeks) or late (1–3 days) in relation to competition day. Athletes arriving early can (A) initiate the adaptation process by conducting one to two heat exposure sessions per week for 4–8 weeks prior to traveling and then training outdoors in the heat once on site or (B) undertake 7–14 days of heat acclimation 4–6 weeks before departure followed by a heat exposure maintenance session(s) per week prior to traveling and then training outdoors in the heat once on site. Athletes arriving late can (C) heat acclimate for 7–14 days 2–3 weeks before traveling and conduct a heat exposure maintenance session(s) in the taper week prior to traveling or (D) extend this approach by heat acclimating 4–6 weeks before departure and performing a short (3–4 days) reacclimation protocol the week prior to traveling. The heat acclimation maintenance sessions in Strategy B (Weeks 3, 2, and 1), C (taper week), and D (Weeks 3, 2, and 1) are not required, but will help maintain adaptations. Based on individual circumstances (e.g., training phase, workout, facilities, logistical support), a particular approach or combination of heat acclimation regimens and individual heat training sessions can be used to induce adaptations.

**Figure 1** — Strategies for inducing heat adaptations ahead of major competitions based on arriving at the event location early (1–2 weeks) or late (1–3 days) in relation to competition day. Athletes arriving early can (A) initiate the adaptation process by conducting one to two heat exposure sessions per week for 4–8 weeks prior to traveling and then training outdoors in the heat once on site or (B) undertake 7–14 days of heat acclimation 4–6 weeks before departure followed by a heat exposure maintenance session(s) per week prior to traveling and then training outdoors in the heat once on site. Athletes arriving late can (C) heat acclimate for 7–14 days 2–3 weeks before traveling and conduct a heat exposure maintenance session(s) in the taper week prior to traveling or (D) extend this approach by heat acclimating 4–6 weeks before departure and performing a short (3–4 days) reacclimation protocol the week prior to traveling. The heat acclimation maintenance sessions in Strategy B (Weeks 3, 2, and 1), C (taper week), and D (Weeks 3, 2, and 1) are not required, but will help maintain adaptations. Based on individual circumstances (e.g., training phase, workout, facilities, logistical support), a particular approach or combination of heat acclimation regimens and individual heat training sessions can be used to induce adaptations.
reported that an intake of carbohydrates prior to and during prolonged exercise in the heat provides benefits to exercise performance (Burke et al., 2005).

Hydration in hot/humid conditions is critical to maximize performance during training and competition. Athletes should, therefore, undertake endurance events in a rested, well-fed, and well-hydrated state (Racinais et al., 2015). They may, thus, consume 5–6 ml of water per kilogram of body mass every 2–3 hr prior to training or competing in the heat, having tested this strategy prior to racing in a major competition to establish volume needs. During exercise, it is advisable to minimize body mass losses induced via sweating, while using caution to avoid overdrinking. Those who sweat profusely may require supplementing their fluids with additional sodium (e.g., 3.0 g of salt added to 0.5 L of a carbohydrate-electrolyte solution). From a practical perspective, it was recently highlighted that high-intensity exercise in which sweat rate is elevated, along with activities lasting >90 min in the heat, should be accompanied with a planned hydration strategy (Kenefick, 2018). In contrast, drinking to thirst may be sufficient to offset fluid losses during low-intensity exercise of shorter duration (<90 min) in cool climates. Recovery of significant fluid loss after exercise is assisted by the simultaneous replacement of electrolyte loss. Sports drinks (e.g., flavored drinks consisting of water, some salt, and sugar) allow more complete hydration than drinking plain water or soft drinks because they have optimal sugar concentrations to maximize the uptake of water by the body. Consuming a combination of fluids and solid foods is also advisable for rehydration and electrolyte replacement.

The notion that permissive dehydration or restricted fluid consumption may enhance the adaptive response (e.g., plasma volume expansion) during chronic heat exposure has recently been explored. Although pathways via which this might be achieved have been proposed (i.e., increased fluid regulatory, thermal, and cardiovascular strain), contention currently exists regarding the efficacy of this approach (Garrett et al., 2014; Neal et al., 2016b; Pethick et al., 2019). Additional studies are, therefore, warranted to fully elicit whether this practice is efficacious at enhancing adaptation or potentially deleterious in optimizing performance gains through compromised heat training sessions (i.e., lower workloads). Further examination is also required as to whether protein and carbohydrate supplementation during heat acclimation enhances plasma volume expansion by increasing plasma albumin content, leading to enhanced thermoregulatory responses and attenuated cardiovascular strain (Goto et al., 2010).

Altitude Training for Improved Training and Competition in Normoxia

Adaptation to Altitude

Physiologically, endurance exercise performance at altitude is primarily affected by a reduction in oxygen delivery to the musculature (Chapman, 2013). Within minutes of exposure to altitude, the elegant design of the human body induces acclimatization responses that are largely dependent on the severity and duration of the altitude exposure (Fulco et al., 1998), as well as individual response characteristics (Chapman et al., 1998). Adaptation to a hypoxic environment results in a variety of physiological responses that have the potential to increase endurance performance at sea level (Saunders et al., 2009a). While an altitude-induced acceleration of red blood cell production resulting in an increase in total hemoglobin mass (Hb_mass) is often considered the primary mechanism by which altitude training improves endurance performance (Levine & Stray-Gundersen, 2005), a number of nonhematological adaptations may be equally as important (Gore et al., 2007), including improved running economy (Saunders et al., 2004, 2009c) and buffering capacity (Gore et al., 2001). Thus, understanding the timing of peak performance following altitude training is increasingly difficult, given the expected differences in the time course of decay for each adaptation.

Altitude Training Modalities

Altitude training, in various forms, has grown in popularity since the 1968 Olympic Games were held in Mexico City at >2,000 m, so much so that elite endurance athletes who choose not to use some form of altitude training within their preparation are often in the minority among the athletic community. With growing advances in technology, so too are the options for incorporating various modalities of altitude training into the training plan, even for sea-level dwellers including altitude chambers and altitude tents for passive and active exposure to altitude. While the efficacy of altitude training for improved performance at sea level is still debated among the scientific community (Lundby & Robach, 2016; Millet et al., 2017), much of the attention now has turned to the optimization of each method.

Traditional altitude training methods (classical/traditional/live high:train high [LHTH]), born out of the routine practice of altitude natives, involve living and training continuously at natural altitudes usually between 1,500 and 3,000 m (Friedmann-Bette, 2008; Saunders et al., 2009a). Often termed LHTH, natural altitude training camps can range from 2 to 6 weeks and are often repeated multiple times throughout a year. The ideal elevation depends greatly upon the logistics and facilities associated with each location, but recent research suggests that 2,000–2,200 m provides an optimal balance between the hypoxic dose (Garvican-Lewis et al., 2016b) and training quality (Sharma et al., 2017). Traditional altitude training remains a staple in the endurance athlete’s training preparation, and the current scientific literature supports anecdotal claims of improved sea-level performance (Bonetti & Hopkins, 2009).

Live high:train low was popularized in the 1990s, and it combines sleeping at altitude with training conducted either at sea level or substantially lower altitudes (Levine & Stray-Gundersen, 1997). The purported benefits of LHTL are that the hypoxic dose (and thus associated adaptations) can be maximized without compromising training quality (Levine & Stray-Gundersen, 1997). LHTL can be achieved either using suitable natural altitude training locations that allow relatively easy access to lower level training locations or, more commonly, using simulated altitude chambers or tents. Simulated altitude can be achieved via nitrogen dilution or oxygen filtration and presents a viable option for athletes from countries lacking suitable terrestrial training locations. The total hypoxic dose is an important consideration for those engaging in LHTL, since daily exposure is less than for those engaging in LHTH. Typically, 3–4 weeks at a simulated altitude of 3,000 m, averaging 14 hr of exposure per day, is recommended (Clark et al., 2009), equating to a total hypoxic dose of 882–1,176 km·hr (Garvican-Lewis et al., 2016b).

Altitude Training for Competition at Altitude

In track-and-field endurance events (e.g., marathon and race walking), it is well established that performance at altitude is impaired. For the athlete, coach, or clinician, there are established and
emerging evidence-based outcomes regarding practical implementation procedures that can help mitigate (but not wholly eliminate) the decline in performance when competing at altitude. First, a general understanding of the specific acclimatization effects that occur with altitude exposure, as well as the timing of those adaptations, allows for proper interventions to maximize positive adaptations and avoid negative ones. Second, there are a number of logistical planning choices under the control of the athlete/coach/clinician, each of which can strongly affect performance at altitude with both acute and chronic exposure.

**Acclimatization Responses With Altitude Exposure**

Interestingly, for performance at altitude following relatively short durations (<72 hr) of exposure to altitude, the well-known acclimatization response of an acute increase in erythropoietin has little influence (Lundby & Damsgaard, 2006); however, longer term effects of an increase in total Hbmass appear to mitigate the VO2max decrement with acute exposure to low and moderate altitudes (Robach et al., 2008). Generally, the higher an athlete resides, the greater the magnitude of the physiological altitude acclimatization response (Fulco et al., 1998); however, simply living at a higher altitude does not appear to acutely accelerate the process of altitude acclimatization and actually causes greater performance impairment in the first few days at altitude (Chapman et al., 2016).

**Periodization of Altitude Training Within a Season**

When determining when to use altitude training in a yearly plan, there are a number of factors to consider. The severity of altitude, time spent training at altitude, history of altitude training, timing of training leading into competition, whether there is a lower altitude training option, and the type of altitude used are all important factors to consider to maximize the benefits of altitude training.

For elite endurance athletes, altitudes of 1,800–2,500 m are considered optimal for classical altitude training (Saunders et al., 2009a). Altitudes much lower than this do not appear to provide sufficient hypoxic stimulus for key physiological adaptation, although increases in Hbmass have been reported from training as low as 1,600 m (Sharma et al., 2019) and 1,800 m (Garvican-Lewis et al., 2015). Altitudes much higher than 2,500 m have greater potential to cause overtraining and compromise the ability of an athlete to absorb and respond to the hypoxic and training stimuli (Saunders et al., 2009a).

The time spent at altitude is an important factor, as there is no point making the effort to travel and train at altitude if the length of exposure is insufficient to stimulate worthwhile adaptations. It has been recommended to go for 3–4 weeks when using altitude training to improve sea-level performance (Rusko et al., 2004). Recently, a new metric for the hypoxic dose was proposed whereby the total hypoxic dose (in km·hr) is calculated as the elevation (m)/hours of exposure × 1,000 (Garvican-Lewis et al., 2016b), with the minimum threshold for Hbmass adaptation appearing to be ∼500 km·hr. However, the optimal dose for nonhematological benefits associated with altitude, as well as any potential additive effects of several hypoxic exposures within a season, requires further investigation. It is recommended that athletes based at sea level spend no more than 2 months at altitude at any one time and that it is more beneficial for athletes to undertake short blocks (2–6 weeks) more frequently throughout the year, with two to three stints being optimal.

It has been suggested that longer than 8 weeks is required between altitude training stints to maximize the training afterward (Robertson et al., 2010). A longer time between altitude exposures also ensures that athletes are not excessively fatigued going into a subsequent altitude training camp, training phase, or competition. There is also a belief that every subsequent camp at altitude has some form of memory, with training seemingly easier each time an athlete undertakes a training camp at altitude, and potentially, adaptations are better when using altitude repeatedly. As an example, Hbmass was measured in elite swimmers over a 4-year period with multiple altitude camps during this period; all swimmers had a linear increase in Hbmass, with the resultant increase from the end to the start ∼500 km·hr (Figure 2). Further work in this area is required to gain some grounded evidence in the area of multiple altitude exposures.

The periodization of the training year and the training phase prior to an altitude camp are other factors that should be considered. The emphasis of training can be tailored to meet the demands of the training phase of the athletes. For example, in the early build-up period, where athletes are trying to increase the volume of training and high-quality training is not as critical, a longer period of altitude training can be undertaken where the focus is on accumulating a high volume of training utilizing the hypoxic stimulus, rather than performing high-intensity training. Low- to moderate-altitude training during a competitive season has been used in elite middle-distance runners (Saunders et al., 2009b). In this particular study, seven runners lived at ∼1,800 m and did all their low- to moderate-intensity training at 1,700–2,200 m. However, because the athletes were in their competitive season, they completed all high-quality sessions at 900-m altitude to maintain the 800/1,500-m race-pace interval training required to stay race fit. This protocol resulted in an improved competitive performance by ∼2% (Saunders et al., 2009b).

The additional “load” imposed by training at altitude (LHTH) should not be forgotten when designing an altitude training program. While elite athletes with prior altitude experience are likely to handle a normal volume and intensity of training, dramatic increases in overall load are not recommended (Saunders et al., 2009a). To avoid a reduction in race-specific fitness, athletes should undertake a series of shorter race-pace efforts where velocity is not compromised or possibly enhanced due to the reduced air density (Peronnet et al., 1991) and have longer recoveries than at sea level to maintain speed during the entire training session. From experience, at an altitude of ∼2,000 m, the maximal interval distance that can be performed at middle distance (800–1,500 m) race pace is ∼600 m, and recovery times probably need to be multiplied by 1.5–2.0 when compared with the same interval sessions performed at sea level. With acclimatization and partial restoration of VO2max at altitude, the duration of the interval efforts can be increased and/or the recovery times decreased. Recent work has demonstrated that running speed during threshold and VO2max intensity training sessions are adversely affected at 2,100-m altitude by 6% and 4%, respectively, equating to 13 and 6 s/km at the speeds at which elite middle-distance runners train (Sharma et al., 2017). These findings indicate that descending to a lower altitude (if possible) is beneficial for threshold and VO2max sessions in order to maximize the O2 flux.

With regard to LHTL altitude exposure, even though the ability to train at or near sea level allows athletes to maintain a higher level of training, the extra stress of living at moderate altitude for most of the day makes training harder and the athletes generally more tired during the LHTL stint. For athletes spending 3 weeks of 14 hr/day at 3,000 m, training is generally harder, and
modifications are often required to ensure athletes do not overreach during this period. Optimizing recovery and making some modifications to training intensity during the first half of an LHTL camp are both ways to maximize training quality and minimize fatigue levels during such a camp.

The optimal timing of competition after altitude training has not been fully elucidated. Traditional research has focused on performance immediately following exposure (1–2 days post). Interestingly, despite Hbmass returning to baseline levels after 4 weeks at sea level (Prommer et al., 2010), performance improvements following a properly executed altitude training camp have been shown to be preserved (McLean et al., 2013b). These outcomes suggest that, in order to achieve peak performance following an altitude camp, it is important to appropriately modify training in a similar manner to a typical taper. If an athlete is competing in the days immediately following the descent, then the last few days to a week at altitude will need to be lighter in order to allow the athlete to freshen up before the descent. If the competition is delayed, then an appropriate recovery block at sea level is necessary to absorb the training and adaptations induced at altitude. Usually, this is just a few days to get over travel fatigue and the general fatigue from training at altitude. This period after altitude is the best time to get high-quality training (particularly higher intensity training rather than increased volume) done, as athletes can train at a higher level than before because of the increased physiological capacities obtained from altitude training. Many athletes find that, during training in the 4–6 weeks postaltitude, they are able to train at a higher level, leading to improved race performance following this block of training (Chapman et al., 2014). This concept is far from new, as in some of the original works from the 1980s examining the effect of blood doping on endurance exercise performance, maximal oxygen uptake in a group of highly trained distance runners remained significantly improved 16 weeks after an infusion of two units of whole blood (Buick et al., 1980). It is generally understood that the increased over time while in the blood-doped condition may have allowed for other physiological adaptations which maintained performance, despite the normalization of red blood cell mass in a fraction of the 16-week time period (Chapman et al., 2014). This concept is also related to a key premise behind the low-altitude training portion of the LHTL altitude training paradigm. By training at low altitude, the athlete is able to train at faster speeds and achieve a higher O2 flux between the muscle capillary and mitochondria compared with training at higher altitudes (Levine & Stray-Gundersen, 1997). This higher oxygen flux with low-altitude training is believed to be a primary stimulus behind the improved mean steady-state workload improvement in athletes who live high and train low (Levine & Stray-Gundersen, 1997). Figure 3 presents how altitude can be structured into a competition year based on the outcome of the camp or multiple camps.
Optimizing Adaption to Altitude

Athletes can increase the chances of optimal adaptation to altitude by ensuring that a number of appropriate steps (several nutrition based) are undertaken in the design and implementation of each altitude training camp.

a. **Iron**: Iron is an essential component of red blood cells and hence iron requirements are increased at altitude. Iron supplementation appears necessary for optimal adaptation (Garvican-Lewis et al., 2016a, 2018), with greater gains in Hb<sub>mass</sub> observed in athletes who were supplemented during exposure compared with those who were not (Govus et al., 2015). Furthermore, a blunted Hb<sub>mass</sub> response was observed in nonsupplemented athletes despite their having iron replete (Garvican-Lewis et al., 2018), providing further support for the notion that iron supplementation during exposure is more important than prealtitude ferritin stores (Garvican-Lewis et al., 2016a). Consequently, following a pre-altitude blood test 1–2 weeks before altitude and medical review, daily oral iron supplementation (50–100 mg of elemental iron) for the majority of athletes is recommended throughout altitude exposure to support erythropoiesis. Optimization of the dosing strategy employed (e.g., split vs. single doses, or alternate day vs. every day) warrants further investigation in athletic cohorts.

b. **Energy intake**: A restricted energy intake combined with high training load at altitude (Woods et al., 2017a) has the potential to compromise energy availability, which in turn may inhibit erythropoietic adaptation to altitude, as well as overall health and well-being (Heikura et al., 2018; McLean et al., 2013a). Athletes are advised to maintain a balanced diet and support training with appropriate fuel and fluid intake. Hydration practices should counterbalance the increased fluid loss via ventilation and diuresis, although consumption of large volumes in the evening should be avoided to reduce night waking to pass urine. Macronutrient requirements and overall caloric intake need to be increased at altitude due to a likely increased resting metabolic rate, although it must be noted that further validation is required, since, to date, an increased resting metabolic rate has only been observed in a very small cohort of runners at 2,000 m (Woods et al., 2017b). Furthermore, using altitude as a means to actively decrease body mass in a competition phase is not recommended, since Hb<sub>mass</sub> responses may be compromised (McLean et al., 2013a).

c. **Training load/periodization**: Particular attention to the training load directly prior to the altitude training block (the “lead-in phase”), training appropriately while at altitude (as detailed in the periodization section above), and commencing an appropriate taper during the final stages of the camp are crucial to successful performance immediately following altitude.

d. **Illness/inflammation**: Athletes with significant illness or injury appear compromised in their adaptation to altitude.
(Gore et al., 1998; Heikura et al., 2018; Wachsmuth et al., 2013), and therefore, altitude training may need to be delayed or modified if illness and injury is present. Appropriate hygiene practices are strongly recommended during an altitude camp.

Conclusion

The use of altitude and heat as interventions to prepare for competitions in these conditions is essential and supported by a large body of evidence. Altitude training in particular further provides performance benefits for competition in normal environmental conditions (i.e., sea level), with heat training possibly aiding performance in the cool environment. It seems sensible for coaches and elite athletes, especially on the endurance side of athletics, to investigate the use of altitude and heat training. In recent times, it has been widely discussed whether the concurrent use of heat and altitude enhances the potential adaptations from both training methods and results in even greater performance outcomes than their independent use. Altitude training can provide an increased oxygen-carrying capacity, a more efficient use of oxygen, and a better ability to tolerate anaerobic metabolism; heat training has the ability to increase plasma volume and reduce cardiovascular and thermoregulatory strain. It is recommended to focus on the intervention most relevant to competition and ensure that training, nutrition, and recovery are optimized to allow positive training adaptations and, ultimately, performance enhancement.
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